MarineBatteries
Boat and Pontoon Batteries
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From small crafts to luxury
boats and beyond, we've
got you covered.

Designed to resist impact
and rough water vibration
for longer battery life.

Quality products without
compromise, combining
performance, reliability
and durability.

Reinforce your brand identity
with our Custom Private
Label Services.

TCED is fully dedicated to offering products that reflect our commitment to achieving and upholding
high standards in all of our initiatives and services. As we are conscious of the constant challenges
to offering the best solutions in terms of efficiency, we therefore provide you with TCED Worldwide’s complete range of battery products, ensuring high-performance, reliability and durability.

Integrity is one of our core values

the Power
of Weight

Your satisfaction is an integral part of our on-going commitment
to product quality, that is why at TCED we make sure that all
our batteries meet weight and performance specifications
for guaranteed reliability and product integrity.

What does it mean?
You can rate the overall performance of a battery by its weight, meaning that if comparing batteries
of the same type and format, the one that weighs the most will offer greater performance.

Built with the Latest technology
Our Batteries are built in a state of the art, high tech and environment friendly manufacturing plant.
Take a look to see why our batteries are ahead of the pack.

Patent Bushing
Exclusive patented bushing for greater
leakage/corrosion barrier

Advanced Center Lug
and Cast-on-Strap
Vibration-resistant cast-on-strap ensuring permanent
connection between posts and plates and increased
current tranfert efficiency

Magic Eye Indicator
Quick read of battery status

Computer-Integrated Design
Computer-integrated manufacturing assures
product consistency and quality

ComprehensiveDistributionService
KNOWLEDGE
TCED cumulates over 50 years of experience in the
battery industry, including 20 years of shared knowledge
and innovation in alternative energy systems.
When you partner with TCED, you will find a team fully
dedicated to assist you and committed
to go the extra mile to deliver results.

SERVICE
Our dedicated Customer Service Teams are always
ready to assist you by offering expert advice, providing
you with the best adapted solutions to meet your
requirements, as well as ensuring timely product
delivery, thus guaranteeing lasting business
relationship satisfaction.
TCED is your step towards profitable growth.

LOGISTICS
From our 35,000 sq. ft. warehouse facility in
St-Jean-sur-Richelieu, we manage every stage of the
fulfillment process from order to delivery.
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We value growth and ensure maximum efficiency
through operational hardware materials and extensive
inventory storage capacity, saving you time and effort
while providing relevant Order-to-Delivery experience.

700, chemin Grand Bernier Nord
Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu
(Québec) J2W 2H1
T 450 348-8720
Toll-free 1 855 348-8720
TCED.ca
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